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ABSTRACT
TITLE: Form Ever Follows Function: Using Technology to Improve Feedback on
Student Writing in Law School
AUTHOR: Daniel L. Barnett, Associate Professor of Legal Reasoning, Research and
Writing, Boston College Law School
ABSTRACT: Critiquing student writing is an important responsibility of many law
professors. While the focus of a teacher’s critique should be on the substance of the
feedback, teachers should also consider the form of the critique to ensure that they are
providing the necessary guidance to students effectively and efficiently. When choosing
the critique format, teachers have a variety of options, including several electronic
techniques. Unfortunately, many teachers have not considered the use of technology to
comment on student writing. However, advances in technology coupled with the
technological savvy and comfort level of today’s student, may eventually dictate that all
law teachers use some kind of electronic feedback when commenting on their students’
papers.
This article is designed to encourage law professors to consider the use of
technology to comment on student assignments by demonstrating that an electronic
format could help many teachers be more proficient when critiquing their students’
writing. To help teachers determine the best critique format for their classes, the article
provides a comparison of the different commenting methods and explores the
considerations teachers should use when choosing the form of feedback. The article
closes with a step-by-step guide to the current technology for providing comments on
student writing electronically.
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I. Introduction
Critiquing student papers is an important responsibility of many law professors,
including teachers in first-year and advanced legal-wring courses and professors who
teach courses that include writing assignments. 1 Providing feedback on student writing
is time consuming and intellectually challenging. 2 In most situations, the teacher must
diagnose the major analytical flaws in the student’s paper and provide the student
adequate guidance to rewrite the paper. 3 Therefore, the teacher should carefully consider
the content and form of feedback that will be most efficient for the teacher and most
helpful to the students. 4
While the focus of critique should be on the substance of the feedback, teachers
should also consider the form of the critique to ensure that they are providing the
necessary guidance to students effectively and efficiently. 5 If the teacher develops the
right format for her critique, the teacher will be better at providing students with
complete analytical guidance. Developing the best critique format will also help students
benefit from the substance of the feedback.
When determining the most effective and efficient mode of critique, teachers have
a variety of formats they can use to provide their comments on student assignments,
ranging from handwritten comments to electronic comments embedded in the student
drafts. Often handwritten comments are the first choice, and although this method may
provide some advantages, many teachers handwrite comments without fully assessing
different critiquing options that may be available. In addition, some teachers use
handwritten comments simply because they are intimidated by technology. Therefore,
many teachers have not considered the use of electronic critique so the teachers and
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students are not benefiting from the advantages of electronic feedback techniques in their
law school courses. 6
The goal of this article is to encourage law professors to examine the different
critiquing formats available and to consider using some form of electronic critique. The
article does not promote the use of technology simply because it is available. Rather,
moving to an electronic critique format could help many teachers be more proficient
when providing comments to their students’ writing. 7 While many considerations may
support the use of either traditional or electronic critique methods, many factors support
moving to some type of electronic commenting. Furthermore, advances in technology
coupled with the technological savvy and comfort level of today’s student, probably will
eventually dictate that all law teachers who comment on student papers use some kind of
electronic feedback. Therefore, teachers should begin to evaluate how current
technology could improve their methods of providing feedback on student assignments
and prepare themselves to use these tools.
To help law teachers examine the different formats for critiquing student work,
this article provides a quick comparison of the different methods of giving feedback on
student papers in law school courses in Part II. Part III explores the variety of
considerations teachers should use when choosing the form of feedback on student
assignments. In Part IV, I explain how these considerations have convinced me to
experiment with technology with the critique in my first-year legal writing course. To
help make the transition to electronic critique less intimidating, Part V provides a guide
to master the technical aspects of the current technology.
II.

Comparison of Different Critique Formats
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Law professors use a variety of techniques to give their students feedback on
written work. These different methods can be divided into two basic categories:
traditional hard-copy critique and electronic critique. Traditional hard-copy critique
includes all types of critique that are made on paper copies of student assignments.
Electronic critique consists of the different methods of imbedding critique in student
assignments electronically.
Most professors have made comments on hard copies of student papers, but fewer
teachers have experimented with providing feedback on electronic versions of student
assignments. 8 To determine which critique format is best for their teaching, teachers
should consider the advantages and limitations of both traditional hard-copy and
electronic feedback. This section will compare the benefits and drawbacks of the various
options to help demonstrate that some form of electronic feedback provides most, if not
all, of the benefits of traditional hard-copy feedback, and several additional advantages.
A.

Traditional Hard Copy Critique
Handwritten comments on hard copy, is the time-tested method for critiquing

student assignments. 9 For many law teachers, providing comments on hard copies of the
documents seems like the most natural way to respond to student writing. The teachers
who practiced law before teaching often handwrote comments on hard copies of
documents in practice. 10 In addition, most law professors learned to read documents in
hard copy and have an easier time processing the information they are reading when
handling the paper it is written on. The physical interaction between the teacher’s
comments and the paper copy of the student’s writing often helps the teacher focus her
comments and think about the best advice the student needs on the assignment. 11
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For many of the same reasons, receiving comments on the hard copy of the paper
also helps many students process the information because many of our students are
accustomed to reading and working with ideas through hard copies of documents. The
immediacy of comments on the hard copy often forces the student to reconcile the
comments on the paper with the student’s own expression of his ideas. 12
There are a variety of forms that critique on paper copies of student assignments
can take: handwritten comments, typed comments, voice comments and live
conferencing. This section will discuss the benefits and limitations of these traditional
critique methods.
1.

Handwritten Comments
Most new teachers comment on their first papers by writing their comments on

the paper copies of student assignments. When handwriting comments, teachers often
use a combination of short margin comments, editing revisions and longer summary
comments. This combination of handwritten margin comments along with editing
suggestions and summary end comments can be very effective.
Handwriting margin comments is an efficient way to provide reactions to the
student writing at the very point in the student’s writing that she thinks needs a comment.
Providing the teacher’s reaction on the margins next to the student’s writing provides
immediacy in the feedback that helps the student understand more fully the impact of his
writing on his audience. 13 With handwritten comments, the teacher can easily combine
margin comments with specific revision suggestions by editing portions of the student’s
writing. The combination of short descriptive comments with an editing suggestion often
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helps demonstrate the teacher’s point more clearly to the student than a comment or
editing change alone. 14
In addition to the margin comments and editorial revisions, teachers can
handwrite longer summary comments at the end of different sections and the overall
paper. The summary comments allow the teacher to develop the ideas in the margin
comments more fully and to provide an overall assessment of the student’s ideas. By
providing the suggestions in a longer comment at the end of the section or the paper in
addition to giving margin comments, the professor may be able to better explain the
student’s problem and therefore fully explain how the student should focus his efforts in
the revision process. 15
Handwritten comments have other advantages. Handwriting the feedback may
help some teachers prioritize their comments because handwritten comments have to be
fairly short and writing out the comments is physically demanding. The space limitations
and physical demands of handwritten comments often forces teachers to carefully choose
the issues from each student paper to address in the comments. 16 This process of
prioritization is an important part of giving helpful critique to students. 17
Handwriting margin and summary comments also helps the professor stay
attentive as she works her way through the student papers. When working on a large set
of assignments, staying focused is often challenging, so teachers need to find a technique
that helps them stay on task. 18 Margin comments provide a systematic way to work
through the issues identified in each student paper because the teacher provides
comments chronologically, as the teacher identifies the areas that need to be commented
on. 19 In addition, all the teacher needs to critique the papers is a pen and the papers to
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critique. Thus, taking the papers away from the office to work on the critique is very
easy. For some teachers, a change of scenery when grading a large number of papers also
helps them stay focused.
Many of the advantages of handwritten comments are also shortcomings.
Although the immediacy of handwritten margin comments may be helpful to many
students, writing comments in the margins can give the impression that the professor has
taken control of the student’s paper by writing all over it. 20 The visual impact of many
comments written on the paper, no matter what the substance of the suggestions, gives
the impression that the student has failed and the teacher has taken over the writing.
Furthermore, margin comments naturally break up the writing and the revision
process for the student because they focus on individual issues in the student’s paper.
Providing several specific comments to individual issues may not allow the professor to
fully reflect on the root of the various problems in the paper. At first glance, it may
appear that the problem is how a particular paragraph is constructed, but in fact the
problem may be more systemic. 21 If the teacher relies too heavily on margin comments,
she may not take the necessary time to understand and explain the true problem. 22 In
addition, a student’s ability to incorporate the different separate comments in the revision
process may be less effective because the student may have a difficult time using the
comments holistically to bring the paper together. 23
The use of longer summary comments may help alleviate some of the
shortcomings of margin comments. However, handwriting long summary comments is
time consuming and physically exhausting. Therefore, handwritten summary comments
may not be as complete as they should be to fully guide the student’s revision.
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Another limitation of handwritten comments is that making changes to them is
very difficult. As a professor works her way through the paper, she may realize that an
earlier comment was not the best feedback to give the student. The only way to make
changes to earlier comments is to erase them or cross them out. Confidence in the
teacher’s feedback may be reduced by leaving erasure marks or crossing out comments
on a paper. Finally, handwritten comments are often difficult for the student to use
because handwritten comments are sometimes hard to read. The last thing a student
needs is to struggle with the readability of comments in addition to the analytical
challenges. 24
2.

Global Comments
Distributing global comments to the entire class is a technique that many teachers

have found helpful. 25 Global comments describe the common problems that the teacher
identified when reviewing the student assignments. Providing a description of the
problems the entire class encountered with an assignment often helps students identify
and more fully understand the problems in their own papers and helps them realize that
they were not the only ones to make substantive mistakes in the draft. Global comments
also provide the teacher with an opportunity to clarify comments she was making on
individual papers. After critiquing all the papers for an assignment, the teacher may
better understand how to articulate a comment she made on all the papers individually.
Instead of attempting to revise all the comments on the individual assignments, the
teacher can address the issue in the global comments. 26
3.

Typed Comments
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Instead of handwritten comments, the teacher can provide typed comments in a
separate document that is printed and attached to the student’s paper when it is returned.
The comments can be numbered and the corresponding number inserted by hand on the
student’s paper. Using this numbering technique allows the professor to type the margin
comments in addition to the longer summary comments at the end of sections and the
paper overall.
This method is good for several reasons, in addition to being easy to read. Typing
comments in a separate document with numbered references provides the student with indepth comments while leaving the student’s own paper intact. Thus, the typed comments
do not risk destroying the integrity of the student’s work the way handwritten comments
can. 27 Additionally, requiring the student to read the comments in one document and
apply the suggestion to his own writing often helps the student work with the ideas more
holistically and gives the student ownership of the revision process 28 .
Moreover, typed comments seem more authoritative and help demonstrate that the
teacher has given serious consideration to the student’s writing. Demonstrating the care
the teacher has taken in providing feedback should help students feel encouraged to work
with the teacher’s suggestions in the revision process and may help the comments feel
less personally critical to the students than handwritten comments.
Furthermore, by typing the comments the teacher will be able to process and
refine the comments because she may insert comments in different places on the paper as
she works through the student’s assignment and may revise and make changes to earlier
comments, if necessary. 29 If the professor realizes that an earlier comment is not valid
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because of something identified later in the student draft, the professor can easily delete
or revise the previous comment.
Another advantage is that typing comments is faster for most people than
handwriting comments. Therefore, the teacher can provide more in-depth comments
without spending a lot more time. 30 Thus, all of the comments, including the margin
comments and the summary comments, can be more complete without being more
exhausting to write. However, because typing is so much faster than handwriting
comments, there is a risk that the teacher will overwhelm the student with comments that
are too long and detailed. 31
Typing comments also allows the teacher to use master comments. Master
comments are similar to global comments discussed above. 32 In a given set of papers,
similar analytical or organizational issues may be common to a significant number of
students. The teacher can draft master comments addressing those issues in a separate
document or using the feature of word processing applications that allows the use of
inserting the same text in different places. 33 Then, instead of rewriting the comment for
each paper, the teacher can copy and paste the master comment at the appropriate place in
the critique. The teacher can easily tailor the master comment to address the specific
problems in the student’s writing. 34 The use of tailored master documents saves time and
may help ensure fairness. With master comments, the teacher can provide the same
guidance to all students who struggled with the same issue, yet respond to specific
problems in a student’s assignment so the comment relates to the strengths and
weaknesses of the student’s own writing. 35
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Typing comments and referring to them by number in the student’s paper also
allows for easy reference to a comment when the same issue appears in the student’s
paper more than once. If the teacher identifies the same issue at different places in the
paper, the teacher can simply re-insert the number of the relevant comment at several
places in the draft. Often, seeing that the same issue created problems at various points in
the draft is helpful for students to fully understand the issues that need to be addressed in
the revision process. 36
4.

Live Conferences
Live conferencing is a technique where the professor critiques the student paper

during the teacher-student conference. The teacher reads and reacts to the paper as the
student is sitting in the meeting with the teacher, thus avoiding the need to read and
critique a paper and then meet with the student after the critique has been returned. 37
Meeting with students to review their papers individually provides the teacher with
instant feedback from the student and helps the teacher understand if her comments are
being received accurately. The give and take of this discussion often provides a more
complete feedback experience. 38 When providing feedback in writing to a student’s
paper, the teacher is guessing as to what the root of the problem is when commenting on
substantive issues. In other words, the teacher is attempting to get inside the head of the
student through the student’s written work. 39 In a live meeting with the student, the
professor is able to ask exactly what the student was attempting to explain in the paper or
ask why the student chose a certain way of articulating his ideas. The student’s response
allows the teacher to provide feedback to the actual problem rather than reacting only to
the words on the page.
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In addition, the live conferencing approach provides the teacher with an
opportunity to fully explain her ideas to the student. Once the teacher understands the
student’s specific problems, teacher more may more easily provide targeted and thorough
guidance to the student. The targeted, but complete approach, often results in more
substantively sophisticated feedback and helps the student work his way through difficult
analytical problems during the conference. Making progress on the substantive
challenges during the conference helps students more successfully rewrite the
assignment.
Live conferencing does have several important limitations. The use of live
conferencing is difficult on graded assignments and impossible with anonymously graded
assignments. Furthermore, some teachers have difficulty reading student papers during a
conference and reacting immediately to the student’s work. Therefore, the teacher may
need to read the paper and take notes before meeting with the student. Taking notes on
the paper before the conference creates more work and therefore eliminates much of the
efficiency benefit of live conferencing. In addition, if the teacher reads the paper before
the conference, the student does not benefit from the teacher’s immediate reaction as the
reader, which is one of the main benefits of the live grading experience. 40
Furthermore, if the teacher is providing lengthy analytical comments during the
critique, the student meetings need to be much longer than traditional conferences
because the teacher needs time to critique the student paper and discuss her suggestions
with the student. 41 This may be as much time as critiquing the memos and meeting
students after they have received the critiqued papers. With a large class, it can take
several days, if not a couple of weeks, to complete all the conferences. If the students are
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rewriting the papers, this time lag may create fairness issues for the students who are not
able to meet with the professor until the end of the conference period.
Finally, some students are unable to take accurate notes during the live
conference. Without accurate notes of the meeting, students are not able to effectively
use the feedback when rewriting the assignment. Even for students who seem confident
during the conference about the issues that needed to be addressed, without sufficient
notes to guide the revision process, they will not be able to effectively use the ideas they
understood during the meeting. To avoid this problem, teachers may need to provide a
quick written critique in addition to the live conference. If a teacher provides written
comments, however, they may provide complete critique in writing and then again during
the live conference. Providing two critiques on one assignment obviously looses the
efficiency of live conferencing. 42
5.

Taped Comments
Some teachers prefer recorded voice comments to provide feedback. 43 Voice

comments allow the teacher to provide extensive feedback quickly and efficiently.
Teachers can number comments on the hard copies of the assignments and record
corresponding comments. With voice comments, the teacher is able to have something
similar to a conversation with the student about the student’s writing. Therefore, voice
comments provide many of the advantages of live conferencing. 44 Teachers can respond
immediately to the student’s writing and explain the teacher’s reaction easily with
recorded comments. Because the teacher is talking about the paper, rather than writing
down her reactions, the comments tend to be more extensive and more conversational
than written comments. Often, this combination of extensive reactions in a
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conversational voice forces the student to identify the underlying problem that caused the
teacher’s reaction. Forcing the student to identify the problems from the teacher’s
reactions is a useful learning tool to help the student uncover the true issues through the
reader’s reaction. This process gives the student ownership of the revision process
because he is not simply trying to write what the teacher told him to do. 45 Instead, he is
forced to identify and correct the problem on his own. Taking an idea from a voice
comment and integrating the idea into the rewrite requires more analytical understanding
by the student than a simple insertion of a suggested change.
In addition, with voice comments, the students are required to take notes on the
teacher’s comments to summarize the critique and make the revision process efficient.
Otherwise, the student would have to listen to the same comments over and over. The
process of summarizing the comments may be the main advantage of voice comments
because the students are required to fully understand and boil down the teacher’s
reaction. In written comments, the teacher herself has often done this summarization
process for the student. But giving the student the benefit of an extensive voice reaction
to the student’s paper and then making the student summarize the suggestions, is an
important step in correcting the problems for the revision.
Practically, voice comments give the teacher many options of where to place
comments and what approach to take on the critique. The teacher may simply work
through the paper chronologically and provide her reactions to the student paper as she
works through the paper using numbered comments. Or, the teacher may decide that
longer comments at the ends of sections may be best for a particular student, so the
teacher can read an entire section and provide one long comment for that section. 46
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Teachers also may provide some written margin comments and quickly make editing
changes in addition to the voice comments.
Finally, voice comments may be easier on some teachers physically. When
recording comments, the teacher is not required to sit at a desk, but may walk around
with a portable recorder to record the comments. Furthermore, taping comments
eliminates the need to type extensive comments, so the risk of carpel tunnel stress and
other physical problems caused by excessive keyboarding are reduced.
There are several disadvantages to voice comments. First, the ability to make
extensive comments may mean the teacher does not prioritize her comments
sufficiently. 47 The lack of prioritization may make the revision process more
overwhelming for the student. Similarly, many teachers use the writing process to
perfect their comments. For those teachers, voice comments may not provide the best
format for their critique.
In addition, the teacher must be very aware of the tone of her voice when
recording comments. Being aware of the tone is particularly challenging at the end of a
long day when the teacher is tired. Hearing fatigue in the teacher’s voice may give the
student the wrong impression about the teacher’s reaction to the student’s paper. 48
Using voice comments also creates challenges when meeting with students to
discuss their papers. With written comments, the students can bring in their papers and
show the teacher any comments which are unclear to the student. Referring to the paper
is even possible with anonymous grading because the student can bring the paper and the
comments to the conference. With voice comments, referring to the comments
themselves is much more difficult.
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B.

Electronic Critique
Current technology offers a variety of electronic critiquing options. Basic

commenting and editing features of work processing applications allow teachers to
comment on papers electronically in much the same way they would provide feedback on
hard copies of the assignments. Other features offer flexibility and other advantages over
handwritten critique. Therefore, some type of electronic feedback may be an option for
all teachers, even those who are convinced of the advantages of traditional handwritten
comments.
1.

Electronic Typed Comments and Editing Changes
The easiest way to begin using electronic commenting is to use the feature of

word processing applications that allows the user to insert comments and make editing
changes to the text. 49 These features allow the teacher to imbed margin and summary
comments in the students’ drafts and to make editing suggestions. The use of these
features offers a technique that is similar to traditional handwritten comments and yet
provides all of the benefits of typed comments. 50 The teacher can insert short margin
comments and editing changes at relevant places in the text and provide longer summary
end comments where appropriate. To make a margin comment, the teacher simply
highlights text and then selects the option to insert a comment. The teacher can insert
shorter comments in “balloons” that appear in the margins and longer comments in the
text of the student’s paper. 51 For comments that do not fit in the balloons, the comment
feature automatically puts the entire comment in an endnote format at the bottom of the
page. Thus, for the teacher who has previously typed comments in a separate document
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and attached it to the student’s draft, the only change would be to type the comments
using the comment feature.
Using the commenting function to insert comments has additional benefits
compared to typing comments in a separate document. Inserting the comments at
specific points in the student’s writing as margin comments provides the benefit of the
immediacy of the comments that is a major advantage of handwritten margin
comments. 52 Summary comments can be included as balloon comments or the teacher
can insert the comment by typing at the relevant point in the student’s text. Because the
teacher is typing all of the comments, even the shorter margin comments, tend to be more
extensive and complete. 53
In addition to inserting comments to the text, word processing applications allow
the teacher to give editing advice to the student using the “track changes” function. 54
This feature allows the teacher to make deletions and changes to the document that are
tracked and highlighted by the word processing application. 55
Inserting typed comments electronically in the student assignments provides
practical advantages. The teacher can transport all of the papers in her laptop. Thus, the
teacher can easily critique the papers in any location where a laptop can be used. 56 In
addition, electronic submission and return of student papers is very easy. 57 Students can
e-mail their assignments to the professor or a third party if papers are graded
anonymously. 58 Furthermore, most course websites include an assignment function
where students can upload documents and receive critiqued assignments from the
professor. 59
2.

Embedded Electronic Voice Comments
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The comment feature in Microsoft Word also allows the insertion of digital voice
comments in documents. 60 In the same way the teacher would insert a typed electronic
comment, the teacher highlights the relevant text and chooses the option to insert a voice
comment. A small icon appears with recording controls that the teacher uses to record
the comment. Using this feature allows the teacher to insert digitally recorded voice
comments into places in the student draft where the teacher thinks a comment would be
helpful. 61 In addition, the teacher has the option to use the track changes feature to make
editorial comments. 62
The voice comment feature provides all of the same benefits of taped
comments. 63 In addition, the feature provides the flexibility to insert the voice comments
directly into the student’s paper so the comment is more immediate than taped comments.
Furthermore, inserting short comments throughout the draft is easier than with taped
comments.
Finally, the major advantage of the voice comment feature is the flexibility when
working on the student paper. With taped comments, the teacher has to record all
comments chronologically. With the voice comment feature, the teacher can go back and
forth throughout the draft to insert comments when the teacher thinks it is appropriate.
This allows the teacher greater flexibility when working through the critique. If the
teacher decides that she should have made a comment on an earlier page, the teacher
simply moves her cursor to that page and inserts a new comment.
Another advantage of the voice comment feature is that the comments may be
copied and pasted into other documents. 64 Copying and pasting voice comments allows
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the teacher to make global or master comments and copy and paste comments at the
appropriate place in student papers. This is not possible with taped comments.
Although the return of student papers should be very simple when using voice
comments because the student papers are returned as one document with all comments,
the size of the files with voice comments creates several challenges. The files of the
critiqued papers with the voice comments use a tremendous amount of memory. Due to
the size of the file, transferring the files between computers and uploading to websites
can be difficult. Using e-mail to transfer the documents is also very difficult, if not
impossible. Uploading the files from a home internet connection, even a high-speed
connection, can be time consuming. 65 Finally, the size of the files creates particular
problems when attempting to back up the documents. 66
Another problem with inserted voice comments is that the size of the files seems
to make the documents unstable. Due to the instability, data can be lost when
transferring the files. When this has happened, the transferred file has “corrupted” voice
comments, meaning the comments will not play. Most often the original file is not
affected, but the copied version has to be recopied.
Another consideration when using the voice comment feature is that Macintosh
users may not be able to listen to the comments on their computers.
3.

Voice Comments with Digital Recorder
Recording comments with a digital recorder is another option for providing voice

comments electronically. Digital recorders are stand-alone devices that are about the size
of a cell phone. The devices have a microphone and record sound digitally onto small
disks. Using a digital recorder to record comments is much like using a tape recorder.
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The main difference with a tape recorder, however, is that the digital recorder allows the
teacher to provide individual comments to a student’s paper that are numbered
automatically by the device. 67 Therefore, the teacher simply needs to add the number of
the comment at the corresponding point in the student’s paper. To allow for electronic
return of the assignments, inserting the numbers into the student’s paper can be done
electronically by using the comment feature of the word processing application. 68
The use of a digital recorder provides almost all of the advantages of
electronically imbedded voice comments. The teacher may insert comments at various
places in the student draft. The teacher also may insert comments at one point in the
student paper, even if the teacher has made comments later in the draft because the digital
recorders include a function that allows insertion of new comments between previously
recorded comments. 69
The use of a digital recorder provides some benefits over the voice comment
feature of word processing applications because it avoids some of the technical problems.
The files are much smaller and can be “zipped” for ease of transfer. 70 Therefore, the
instability problem of voice inserted comments is not a concern. 71 In addition, the use of
a digital recorder means the teacher is not tied to the computer when making comments.
The teacher is free to get up from her desk and walk around as she makes comments.
Finally, unlike the voice-embedded comments in Microsoft Word that can only be
accessed by computers running PC software, digital recordings can be heard on all
computer platforms and a variety of other digital devices, including Ipods and MP3
players. 72
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The major disadvantage of digital recorders is that the comments cannot be
embedded in the student’s paper. Therefore, the teacher must return the student’s paper
as one file and the digitally recorded comments separately. The return of separate files
creates additional administrative burdens. 73
III

Considerations When Choosing Critique Format
The teacher should consider many factors when determining the form of the

feedback on student writing assignments that will work best for the teacher and students
on any given assignment. Many of these considerations support equally the use of
traditional hardcopy critique or some type of electronic feedback. Other considerations
may weigh in favor of traditional handwritten critique while some factors support
electronic commenting. However, when considering the practical benefits of electronic
methods, teachers should at least consider experimenting with some form of electronic
critique.
Many important considerations could support the use of electronic or hardcopy
critique. For example, a primary consideration is the analytical goal of the comments.
The amount and type of feedback that students may need varies from course to course
and problem to problem. For instance, feedback on draft assignments in first-year
writing courses to help the students rewrite the assignment may require long, in-depth
comments because the focus is on the analytical issues of the student draft. First-year
students often need detailed feedback when learning these new reasoning skills. 74 In
upper-level writing or seminar courses, however, the type of substantive help that
students need will be different. In advanced courses, students may need more assistance
with larger conceptual and organizational issues than core reasoning skills. 75 Electronic
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comments might be best for long, detailed comments, while handwritten comments could
be the most practical technique for providing feedback with shorter specific comments.
Similarly, some assignments pose difficult analytical hurdles, while others may
present basic organizational challenges. Therefore, the suggestions necessary to help the
students deal with the different problems may affect the type of critique format the
teacher chooses. In addition, the type of feedback that will best help students may
change as the course progresses. Because feedback later in a course will build on the
ideas that were developed at early stages of the class, the detail of the teacher’s comments
to students probably will change as well. 76
Furthermore, the teacher’s own writing process and teaching style will affect the
type of critique that is most effective for the teacher. For many teachers, providing
feedback on student writing is as challenging as writing something themselves. 77
Therefore, the type of feedback a teacher uses should help the teacher develop her own
method in providing effective comments to the students. Some teachers are better at
providing quick, reactive comments, where others may need more time to reflect on the
ideas being suggested to students. 78 Handwritten comments may be the best vehicle
those who like to react quickly to student writing, while longer typed comments may help
teachers who use the writing process to clarify their ideas because they can use the word
processing applications quickly revise their ideas as they are writing them.
The fact that people process writing differently when reading from a computer
screen than writing in hard copy might convince some teachers that traditional hard copy
critique is better for them and the student. Research indicates that most readers process
information at a slower rate when reading from a screen. 79 Furthermore, reading on a
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computer may focus the reader on small-scale issues instead of larger idea. 80 Focusing
on small details may mean that the professor does not give adequate guidance on overall
organizational or analytical problems in her critique. Similarly, the student may have
problems reworking global issues if he focuses on small details in the paper at the
expense of larger problems when processing the teacher’s comments on a computer
screen. 81
If the teacher opts for electronic critique, she will need to develop strategies for
her and her students to avoid these problems if the teacher determines that computerscreen reading creates these challenges in her class. 82 However, because students are
increasingly accustomed to reading from computer screens, these concerns may be more
relevant to the teacher than her students. 83 Nevertheless, as the teacher reads more and
more papers electronically, she will become more proficient at evaluating and
commenting on what she reads electronically. 84
While many factors could support the use of either traditional hardcopy or
electronic comments, several considerations may tip the balance in favor of electronic
critique for many teachers. The learning styles of current law students have been affected
by the integrated use of technology at home and in education since our current students
were young children. 85 Thus, working with electronic comments is the way they would
naturally process information because they learned to read and write using technology. 86
By using a format they are accustomed to, students will have an easier time working with
the feedback and therefore the time spent on providing comments will be more
effective. 87
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The need to prepare our students for law practice is another factor that supports
the use of electronic critique. Most lawyers in practice are now revising documents
electronically for inter-office use and to negotiate language of agreements in
transactions. 88 Furthermore, many courts and administrative agencies are moving to a
paperless system. 89 Therefore, students need to learn how to manipulate documents
electronically and process others’ comments in an electronic medium. Training students
to use electronic comments in law school will help prepare them for what they will
experience in practice. 90
In addition, the use of electronic commenting might appear more professional to
the students because the teacher is taking advantage of technology to provide the
feedback. By using the advanced electronic critique techniques that are used in law
practice, the teacher will appear to be an expert in current technology so the students will
have confidence in the teacher’s expertise and feel well prepared with technologies used
in practice. In addition, by using the most advanced format of comments, it appears that
the teacher has taken the student’s work seriously and has invested a substantial amount
of time and thought into the critique. 91
Moreover, the ease of electronic submission and return of student assignments
provides efficiency and may soon be the norm expected in all law school courses. 92
Using electronic submission avoids the stress and administrative burden of collecting
paper copies of writing assignments. Students may submit assignments from home,
avoiding the mad rush to the law school to get the paper submitted before the deadline.
The automatic time record of electronic submission also avoids the debate of when
papers where actually submitted that sometimes occurs with hard copies of student
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assignments. 93 Similarly, assignment return is very easy electronically. 94 Teachers
simply have to send the papers by e-mail or upload them to the course website. With
website return, most websites allow the teacher to upload papers as she completes them
and release all of the papers, with a grade, at the same time. Students are not required to
be at the law school to receive their papers, but can instead access them from any
computer connected to the internet. By uploading the assignments to the website, or
sending them to students via email, the teacher has an electronic copy and record of
transmission for her files.
Finally, students seem to prefer electronic feedback because the electronic
comments are easier to work with and demonstrate that the teacher values their work
more. 95 Although making our students happy should not be the primary goal in teaching,
if the use of technology helps the students feel more positive about their writing
experience in law school, their positive reaction to the use of technology should be
considered when determining the best critique format to use. 96
IV.

Does Technology Actually Improve Feedback on Student Assignments? One
Teacher’s Experience
As a writing teacher, I have learned that the comments I provide on student

assignments is a central part of my teaching. What I do in the classroom affects the type
of comments I make on student assignments and the feedback I give in my critique
informs what I do during class sessions and how I interact with students in individual
meetings. This relationship between my teaching and the feedback I give on student
assignments has meant that the critique format I find most helpful is ever changing.
Thus, I have experimented with almost every type of critique described in the sections
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above. Although not all of the different formats I have tried have worked for me, each
new experience has improved the feedback I give my students.
When I critiqued my first set of student papers during my first year of teaching, I
did not contemplate any critique format other than handwritten comments. However, I
had no choice but to consider other options for one simple reason: My students could not
read my handwriting. Therefore I had to use some version of typed comments. The
success of my first experience using a new critique format has given me the courage to
experiment with a variety of techniques over the last 17 years teaching the first-year legal
writing course.
The form of critique I have found most helpful is directly affected by the
substance of my comments. 97 I grade and critique several draft assignments in my firstyear legal writing class over the course of a full year. The goal of the critique is to
provide students the necessary guidance to successfully rewrite the assignment. Each
assignment is designed to help students learn a variety of analytical skills, beginning with
case synthesis in the fall semester and ending the year with the creative use of legal
reasoning to make persuasive arguments. Therefore, my comments on the assignments
are usually in-depth analytical suggestions to help students recognize flaws in their
analysis based on the relevant authority. 98 To be effective, I vary the type of feedback I
use in my comments on student papers to help challenge students to work with their
ideas, much like I do in class discussions. In most feedback, I provide a combination of
fairly directive comments with more open-ended Socratic questions that challenge
students to rethink their ideas.
A.

Changing from Handwritten to Typed Comments
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Like a lot of new legal writing professors, I wrote my comments in the margins of
the students’ papers when I critiqued my first set of papers. 99 Handwritten margin
comments seemed natural to me because I had always received comments on my own
writing in law school and in practice in this way. Furthermore, handwritten margin
comments seemed like an effective way to provide comments to students because it
allowed me to react to their writing in the same way I had commented on documents in
law practice. 100
I quickly realized however that handwriting my suggestions to my students, was
not practical because my handwriting is not very legible. I spent much of my time in
conferences reading my comments so students could understand them. Although the
students were very patient, trying to decipher my writing was not how I wanted my
students spending their time in my course. I wanted them to focus on the substance of
my comments. Therefore, in my first semester of teaching I was forced to change my
critique format to improve the experience for my students.
For the next assignment, I purchased a personal computer and I began typing my
comments. I typed numbered comments in a separate document and handwrote the
number in the margins at the relevant points in the students’ paper. I printed my
comments and stapled them to the students’ assignments. When making my comments, I
forced myself to not write anything other than the number of the comments in the
margins so all comments were typed, though I did allow myself to make some editing
changes by hand if I thought editing suggestions would be helpful. 101
The benefits of typing my comments over handwriting them were apparent after
commenting on just a few papers. In addition to making my comments legible, typing
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the comments was much easier on me physically. Furthermore, the substance of my
feedback improved because I could easily revise my comments. I learned that, like all of
my writing, it helped to think through my ideas in writing when I was providing
comments on the papers. Typing the comments allowed me to engage in this type of
process writing when providing feedback to my students.
In addition, I was able to change comments on all the assignments if necessary.
Sometimes when I was almost done critiquing all the assignments, I realized that I should
have been saying something differently. Using typed comments, I could easily go back
and revise my feedback on earlier papers. I also quickly saw how easy it was to refer to
the same numbered comment at several different places in the student’s paper. If I saw
the same problem in more than one place, all I had to do was add a margin comment
telling the student to refer to the relevant comment by number.
The result of the change was that my comments were much more substantive on
the papers in the spring than they had been when I handwrote my comments in the fall.
Typing the comments allowed me to provide longer comments that reflected the type of
teaching I did in class because I could type much more detailed comments than I was able
to handwrite on the student papers. Some comments were very directive advice on what
changes needed to be made, while other comments were much more open-ended question
to challenge the students’ reasoning. The students found the more in-depth typed
comments more helpful than the shorter handwritten suggestions. Furthermore, my
conferences for the spring assignments focused on the substance of my comments and
how the students needed to work with my comments in the revision process, rather than
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on questions about what I had written or meant with the shorter handwritten comments in
the fall.
I also found that my students were more willing to accept my suggestions with the
typed comments. They seemed to take my feedback much less personally than they had
when I handwrote the comments. I think this was because the criticism felt less personal
and the suggestions more authoritative when I took the time to type out my ideas in
longer complete comments.
Therefore, the next year I continued to type my comments and began to
experiment with master comments. 102 Often, all of my students struggled with similar
analytical problems on the draft. I began writing comments about several issues that I
saved in a master document. For most students, I could copy and paste the basic
comments into my feedback on their papers and tailor the comments to each student’s
paper. I found that this helped me provide consistent analytical advice to all students and
it helped save me time. Soon, my comments were even more in-depth and the guidance
the students received was much more helpful, though often more challenging.
For some assignments, I prepared global comments for distribution to the entire
class as a supplement to the comments on each paper. 103 I sometimes referred to these
global comments in my specific comments. Eventually, I began to distribute annotated
samples with comments that were similar to the types of comments I provided on
critiqued assignments. 104 Using annotated samples with numbered comments helped the
students become accustomed to my system of feedback before receiving my comments
on their first assignment. It also allowed me to refer to annotations in samples by number
in my comments to student papers. Referring to annotations in the samples often saved
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me time and helped clarify my comment by sending the student to a specific place in a
sample that we had discussed in class.
B.

Experimenting with Live Conferences
As I continued to use typed comments, several of my colleagues decided to

experiment with taped comments. They felt the experience was good for them and their
students because taping the feedback allowed them to have more of a conversation with
the students about their writing. The conversational format seemed to allow them to
provide longer, more in-depth comments than typing allowed. I liked the idea of having
a conversation with my students in my critique, but I resisted moving to taped comments
because I like the ability to use comments from a master document and revise them for
each student. With taped comments, I would not have been able to use master comments
in the same manner I found effective with typed feedback.
Nevertheless, my colleagues’ success with taped comments convinced me to
experiment with live conferences where I could have a true dialogue with my students
about their papers. 105 I decided to begin this experiment with the first assignment of the
year which is ungraded.
After my first set of live conferences, I felt that the technique was very successful.
I thought my comments were much more focused on the students’ needs because I could
ask them about their ideas as I was reacting to their writing. Often, the problem that I had
identified as the main problem was not the true underlying deficiency in their reasoning
process. By asking questions about the issue I thought was the root of their problem, I
was able to help identify the true flaw. The give and take of our conversation helped me
focus my comments on their specific problems.
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However, when I received the revisions of the assignments, I was less convinced
that the technique was best for me. Even though I felt just as positively about my
conferences, the students, as a group, were not as able to incorporate the ideas from our
conversations in their revisions as well as they had when my students received my typed
comments. It was clear to me that the problem was that the students had not successfully
taken notes during our conference that would help them make the necessary changes in
the rewrite.
So the following year I read the papers before the conference so I could give the
students some written comments about the major issues that needed to be addressed. I
gave the students a copy of these comments during the conference so they could use them
to take additional notes to be used in the revision. The quality of the rewrites improved,
but the combination of critiquing the memos before the conference and the additional
time I needed for each conference meant that I spent much more time on the drafts than I
had when I typed my comments. Yet the result on the rewrites was about the same. I
therefore decided to abandon the use of live conferences.
C.

Going High Tech: Electronically Embedded Voice Comments
During a meeting with our Educational Technology Specialist I explained that I

had decided to stop using live conferences. After listening to why I liked live
conferences, she suggested that I consider using electronically-embedded voice
comments. 106 As we talked, she convinced me that using this new technology might
allow me to develop a critique technique that included some of the benefits of live
conferences, but still provided my students with the necessary record of my comments to
help guide their revision. I was also convinced that the concerns I had with the
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limitations of taped comments would be alleviated because I could insert separate voice
comments at various places in each draft and I could also copy and insert global
comments as needed. Finally, she sold me on the idea when she explained that the
assignment module of my course website made submission and return of the assignments
with electronic critique very simple.
I must admit that initially the technology was somewhat intimidating. I had to
purchase several peripherals, including an external sound card a separate microphone and
a USB drive to back up the files. I had to learn how to use the voice insertion function of
Microsoft Word to embed my voice comments throughout the students’ drafts. I also had
to learn how to use the feature to insert typed margin comments and editing suggestions.
It seemed like a lot to learn.
After working on just a few papers, however, I became fairly comfortable with
the technology. And my experience critiquing the first set of assignments for the class
convinced me that voice comments were a good way for me to critique. It was easier for
me physically than typed comments. The number of papers that I could critique in one
day increased. I also felt that the substance of my comments was better than when I
typed them. Overall, I felt I had the impression that I was able to provide more in-depth
comments on the papers.
The main difference with the substance of my voice comments than my typed
comments was that I was able to quickly provide alternative comments to the same
concern. When I saw a problem in a student’s paper, I would suggest what I thought was
the root problem, but I would also explain what the student should consider if my
understanding of the problem was incorrect. Providing alternative suggestions was more
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similar to the kind of suggestions I had provided in live conferences than with typed
comments. With typed comments, I usually made a decision about what the student’s
problem was and provided a comment based on that assumption. Although I would
explain my assumption to the student, I was less willing to provide alternative
suggestions. I think my unwillingness to provide different suggestions when typing the
comments was two fold. First, it took a lot of time. Second, I think I felt less willing to
include such conversational comments in writing. When speaking to the student through
the voice comments, however, I was more willing to explain what I was unsure of and
therefore provide several different suggestions.
My students also like the electronic voice comments. They seem to work with the
comments more holistically and take ownership of problems much more than when I
handwrote or typed my comments. Therefore, the quality of the class discussions and
individual conferences and rewrites improved. I spend much less time answering
questions about my voice comments than when I typed my comments. In fact, rarely
does a student come into the conference and tell met that she did not understand
something I said in a voice comment. With typed comments, I think about 10% of my
time was spent clarifying comments during student meetings. With voice comments,
when the students prepare for out meeting, they must listen to the comments and take
notes on each comment. In addition, I think the fact that I provide more alternative
suggestion in my voice comments helps many students think about different ways to
improve their drafts. This process of summarizing my different suggestions seems to
force the students to figure out on their own what point I was making in the comment.
Therefore, the students are much further along in the revision process than they were with
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my paper comments when they come to see me. Thus, I spend much more of my postcritique time with students discussing how the student plans to correct the problems
rather than re-identifying the issues that I raised in my comments. Focusing on the
rewrite rather than the comments on the draft means that the conferences are much more
substantive and productive.
In addition, the student rewrites are better when I use this combination of
electronic critiquing techniques. The combination of voice, short typed margin
comments and editing suggestions seems to provide the right type of feedback for most
students. This combination has many advantages of all critique types, including the
immediacy of margin comments, the professional appearance of typed comments and the
thoroughness live conferences. In many ways, voice comments give me the ability to
have a conversation with the student much like a live conference, with the added benefit
that I have time to reflect on my comments and the student is able to take sufficient notes
on my suggestions because the student can listen to the comments several times.
D.

Technical Glitches Force Another Change: Digital Voice Recorder
Overall, I think the best technique for my critique is to embed voice comments in

student drafts and supplement them with some short typed margin comments and editing
changes. I think ability for the students to read their papers and hit an icon in the text to
hear my comment provides immediacy to the feedback that is very helpful. However, I
have experienced some serious technical problems with the technology when using
voice-embedded comments with Microsoft Word. The size of the files seems to cause
problems when transferring files from my hard disk to the back-up disk or the website.
Several times, the voice comments have been corrupted during this transfer process. 107
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Although we have been able, eventually, to obtain the corrupted files from my original
copy, the administrative burden of transferring papers more than once persuaded me to
record my comments using a digital voice recorder. 108
Using a digital voice recorder to give my comments provides many of the same
benefits of embedded voice comments without the technical problems of large files. 109 I
now record my comments on the digital voice recorder. The digital recorder assigns a
number to each comment, so I place the number of the comment in the student’s paper by
inserting a comment with Microsoft Word. This technique still allows me to give as
many individual comments as I want on each paper and to insert the reference to the
comment where appropriate on the student paper. However, when returning the papers,
the digital recorder comments are separate from the student’s paper. The students receive
their critiqued paper and the various voice comments in one folder. When working
through my comments, they must read their paper and then listen to the relevant voice
comment.
Although I prefer the immediacy of embedding the voice comments in the
student’s draft, there are advantages to the digital recorder comments. The digital
recorder is completely portable and about the size of cell phone so I am able to get up
from my computer when recording my comments. Being able to make comments while
walking around the room has had a positive affect on the substance of my comments. I
think my digital recorder voice comments are even more conversational than the
comments I made with Microsoft Word. The conversational nature of my comments
seems to please my students and help them work with my comments in the revision
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process. In addition, transferring the files is much easier because the comments can be
“zipped” and take very little memory.
V.

Mastering the Technology for Electronic Critique
Although learning the different electronic critique formats may seem intimidating,

current technology is user friendly and makes giving electronic feedback fairly easy. The
small investment of time to master the technology should pay off on the first set of papers
the teacher critiques. To ensure a smooth transition, however, there are a few basic steps
the teacher needs to undertake. The teacher must have a system for electronic submission
and return of the papers. In addition the teacher must determine the best method to
provide and back up the electronic feedback.
A.

Electronic Submission and Return of Student Papers
Electronic critique allows the teacher to receive and return student assignments

electronically. Two of the easiest ways to accomplish electronic assignment submission
and return are course websites and e-mail. However, with both types of electronic
submissions, the teacher must take some precautions to assure that students submit the
correct document and that personal information is removed on assignments graded
anonymously. 110
1.

Website Submission
Most of the current course websites include a function for assignment submission

and return. 111 Students enrolled in the course sign on to the website and post their
assignments. The teachers then download the assignments from the website and can
manipulate them as they wish. When the teacher has commented on the paper, the
teacher posts the assignment back to the website and the student downloads the critiqued
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assignment from the site. To use website submission in courses graded anonymously,
there must be a website for assignment submission where students use their exam or
student number to obtain access to the website.
In addition to the ease of submission and return, using website submission creates
an automatic record of submission time and provides an automatic back-up of the
students’ papers and the teacher’s comments. Some course website assignment features
allow the student to request an e-mail submission receipt verifying the date and time of
submission. Furthermore, teachers and students may obtain access to the assignments
anywhere they have internet access. Finally, most websites can handle large file
transfers, so the size of the documents is not a problem when using website
submission 112 .
2.

Email Submission
For some teachers, email submission and return may be the easiest method of

obtaining and returning student papers because the system is already set up for all
teachers and all they have to do is ask students to send an email with the document
attached. This may be the best option for small classes if the teacher chooses a form of
electronic critique that does not create large files. Large files can be difficult to send via
email and some email systems limit the size of files that can be sent through the system.
In addition, teachers who grade anonymously would need to have students send
assignments via e-mail to a third party. The third party would download the assignments,
remove all personal information from the documents, if necessary, 113 and forward the
documents to the teacher.
3.

Submission Precautions: Submission Errors and Document Information
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With electronic submission, teachers must establish procedures to avoid
submission of wrong documents and to remove personal information on documents if the
assignments are graded anonymously. Because it is possible that students could submit
the wrong document when using electronic submission, they must be instructed to
carefully verify that the correct version of their assignments is being submitted
electronically. Most students are accustomed to submitting important documents on-line,
including law school applications, so verifying that they are uploading the correct
document is not new. 114 Furthermore, lawyers in practice must verify that they are
submitting the correct version of all documents when distributing transaction documents
or filing papers electronically with courts and administrative agencies. 115
For anonymously graded assignments, the teacher also must take some
precautions to ensure that identifying information is not included on the assignments
submitted. 116 There are several techniques to remove personal information from
documents produced with word processing applications, but none has proved completely
successful. Thus, a multi-step check is probably best to ensure that the teacher does not
receive documents with personal information. To begin, teachers should have students
use a template that the teacher prepares for each assignment. The teacher should post the
template on the website for students to download and use to draft their assignments. On
this template, the teacher should provide the heading and basic formatting for the
document and select the option to remove all personal information when the document is
saved. Even when this option is selected, some documents may still include personal
information when the document is sent by e-mail or uploaded to a website. Therefore, a
third party should download the assignments and check each one to remove any personal
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information. 117 After all the documents have been checked, the teacher can obtain the
documents from the third party.
4.

Assignment Return
If using email, return is as simple as sending each student an email with the

critiqued assignment and any accompanying documents, attached to the message. Using
the website is easy as well. The website applications allow the teacher to post the
critiqued assignment and any accompanying files to student folders. Most applications
include a release date function, so the assignments can be posted as they are completed,
but released to the students at the same time. Some applications also include a grading
component where the grade on the assignment can be posted on the website when the
student’s paper is released. Each student only has access to his paper and grade.
B.

Using Electronic Critique Functions of Word Processing Applications

1.

Electronic Typed Comments and Editing Changes
The comment feature of Microsoft Word and other word processing applications

makes providing typed margin and summary comments and editing suggestions very
easy. To make all three types of comments, the user needs to begin by adding the
reviewing toolbar. To add the reviewing toolbar, click “View,” highlight “Toolbars” and
select “Reviewing.” Once the reviewing toolbar is added, the user should select the track
changes option when beginning to critique a student paper. 118
To provide a margin comment, the user simply highlights the relevant text and
clicks “insert comment.” 119 An icon will appear with the initials of the user and a new
window will appear at the bottom of the page in the reviewing pane. The user types the
comment in the new window and can make changes to the comment as often as
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necessary. In addition, the user may select the print view format in the View toolbar and
the comment will appear as a balloon in the margin next to the text. If balloon comment
is longer than will fit in the margin, Microsoft Word automatically continues the
comment in a new window in the reviewing pane.
For longer summary comments, the teacher may use the insert comment feature at
the beginning or end of the section, or the teacher can simply insert the comment into the
student’s text by moving her cursor to the appropriate location and typing the comment.
The track changes feature will highlight the new typing as a change to the student’s text
so the student will know that the new text is a comment from the teacher. 120
To make the use of master comments efficient, the user can use the autotext
function. AutoText allows the user to save and reuse comments that the teacher may
want to use on other student papers. To save a comment with autotext, the user must
highlight the relevant text, click Insert, then AutoText, then New. A dialog window will
appear asking the user to name the autotext entry. The teacher should select a name that
easily identifies the comment. The next time the teacher wishes to insert the comment,
all the teacher has to do is to type the name of the comment and the autotext comment
will appear. The teacher then presses enter and the autotext comment is inserted. The
teacher can then revise the autotext comment, if necessary. 121
To make editing changes, the user must select “track changes” in the toolbar when
beginning the critique of a paper. 122 All changes made by the teacher are then
automatically tracked by the program so the student can see the editing changes that have
been made.
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The students may review the comments in several ways. By placing his cursor
over the comment icon, the comment will pop up in a separate window. In addition, the
student may select the print view or markup in View to have the comments appear as
balloon comments in the margins or in the reviewing pane at the bottom of the page.
Finally, the student can opt to print the paper with the comments.
2.

Electronic Voice Comments Embedded in Student Paper
Adding voice comments with the comment feature of Microsoft Word is very

easy. First the user must add the voice comment function to the toolbar. 123 Then, to add
a voice comment, the user highlights the relevant text and clicks the voice comment
button and an icon is displayed with recording controls. 124 The only thing the user needs
to keep in mind is that the comment will only record for one minute each time the record
button is clicked. The comment may be longer than one minute, but at the end of each
minute, the record button must be clicked again.
To ensure good recordings, a quality sound card and microphone should be used.
Although a sound card of the quality necessary for digital music recordings is not
required, something better than the basic sound card provided in most laptops is probably
necessary to ensure that the recorded comments will be clearly heard by the listener.
The other challenges with the voice imbedded comments occur because of the
size of the files. Even with a just a few voice comments, the documents take a lot of
memory. Therefore, transferring the files for back up and student return is challenging.
Transferring such large files may not be possible via email because any e-mail systems
limit the size of files that can be transferred. But even if the system does not limit
transfer, very large files are often too cumbersome to successfully send by e-mail.
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Therefore, some other method of transfer must be used. Uploading such large files to
websites may not be possible with home internet connections, even high-speed
connections such as DSL or cable. Therefore, backing up and transferring the files may
be best by some use of hardware, such as a USB drive or external hard disk. Uploading
to websites is best from the law school’s high-speed internet connection.
3.

Removing Teacher’s Personal Information from Comments and Changes
Many teachers grade and critique assignments over a long period of time, from

several days to a few weeks. If the teacher would prefer that the students not be able to
determine the date that the teacher read the students’ papers, the teacher should remove
all identifying information from the comments. 125
4.

Digitally Recorded Comments with Electronic Margin and Editorial Comments
Using a stand-alone digital recording device is another way to provide voice

comments. The digital recorders are similar to tape recorders, fairly inexpensive and
easy to use. The devices record onto small disks and the user may transfer the recordings
as MP3 files to a personal computer or other device that can play MP3 files. Although
the teacher cannot imbed the comments recorded with a digital recorder in the students’
papers because the digital recorder’s software does not interface with word processing
applications, the teacher can use the device to record a set of comments for each student
assignment.
For each assignment, the teacher records the comments and the voice recorders
automatically number each comment, so the teacher must physically insert the number of
the comment on the student’s paper. Typing the number on the student paper is easy to
do using the insert comment feature from the word processing application. 126
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Once a teacher has completed a student’s paper, the teacher must transfer the
comments from the voice recorder to a back-up location. Each numbered comment is
transferred as a separate MP3 file. At this point in the process the teacher is able to add
the name or student number to the comments. The best way to do this is to name a folder
with the student’s identifying information and transfer the comments from the voice
recorder to that folder. As a safeguard, the teacher could record the name or student
number as the first comment for each paper and place it on the top of the student paper.
The teacher can place the student’s paper with the electronic margin comments
and editing changes in the same folder as the voice comments. The folder for each
student can easily be “zipped” for transfer. 127 Transferring zipped folders by email or
uploading the folders to websites using any high speed connection, home or office, is
easily accomplished.
5.

Clarifying Electronic Voice Comments in Advance of Student Meetings
When using any kind of electronic voice comments, the teacher will face the same

challenges during conferences that were discussed above regarding taped comments. 128
However, electronic voice comments do allow an easy method for teachers to quickly
listen to their comments in preparation for student meetings. Sometimes a student may
contact the teacher because the student unable to understand a comment due to technical
problem or because of the substance of the comments. The teacher can have the student
copy the voice comment and send it by e-mail with the student’s specific questions. 129
Having the student send the specific comment to the teacher with focused questions
allows the teacher to either explain the comment or respond to the questions by e-mail or
wait to discuss the comment and questions with the student during the meeting.
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VI.

Conclusion
Guiding student learning by commenting on their writing is a central part of the

mission of teaching the law effectively. Law professors must focus on the substance of
their comments, but must also recognize that the mechanics of how they critique their
students’ writing is important because it affects the substance of their feedback. While
traditional hand-copy techniques may have benefits, some form of electronic feedback is
probably necessary to effectively, efficiently and practically provide the type of critique
that is needed in most law courses. Teachers should embrace technology and begin to
consider the different electronic modes of critique that will allow them to use the most
effective method for them to provide the best quality feedback possible to their students.

∗

The American architect, Louis Sullivan, coined the phrase that “form follows function” as an aesthetic
credo. The full quote expresses the idea more completely:
It is the pervading law of all things organic and inorganic,
of all things physical and metaphysical,
of all things human and all things super-human,
of all true manifestations of the head,
of the heart, of the soul,
that the life is recognizable in its expression,
that form ever follows function. This is the law

Louis Sullivan, The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered, LIPPINCOTT’S MONTHLY MAGAZINE, Mar.
1896, at 403.
∗
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and accompanying text.
93

For a discussion of the benefits of electronic submission of assignments, see Heyde & Provenzano, supra
note 5, at 140; Schumm, supra note 29, at 20.
94

For a discussion of electronic return of assignments, see infra 117-118 and accompanying text.

95

See Schumm, supra note 29, at 20; Heyde & Provenzano, supra note 5, at 142 (explaining that many
students have asked why all professors do not grade electronically); Oates, supra note 35, at 19 (noting that
her students prefer electronic grading because it results in better quality feedback); Weiser, supra note 30,
at 18 (noting that students feel that the teacher values their work more when electronic comments are used).

96

See, e.g., Lasso, supra note 6, at 43-48 (noting the benefits of using technology to promote student
enthusiasm for learning); Schumm, supra note 29, at 20 (noting that electronic comments help interest
students in the legal writing class).

97

For a discussion of how the analytical goals of the critique affect the type of feedback that should be
given, see infra notes 73-76 and accompanying text.

98

For a discussion of analytical critique, see supra note 3 and accompanying text.

99

See supra notes 8-13 and accompanying text.

100

For a discussion of using hand written margin comments, see supra notes 8-24 and accompanying text.

101

For a discussion of using typed comments, see supra notes 26-36 and accompanying text.

102

For a discussion of using “master comments,” see supra notes 32-36 and accompanying text.

103

For a discussion of using “global comments,” see supra notes 25-26 and accompanying text.

104

For a discussion of using annotated samples, see Judith B. Tracy, “I See and I Remember; I Do and
Understand”: Teaching Fundamental Structure in Legal Writing Through the Use of Samples, 21 TOURO
L. REV. 297, 330-31 (2005).
105

For a discussion of live conferencing, see supra notes 36-42 and accompanying text.

106

For a discussion of using voice-embedded comments, see supra notes 60-67 and accompanying text.

107

For a discussion of technical challenges when using voice-comments in Microsoft Word, see supra
notes 64-66 and accompanying text.

108

For a discussion of using digital recorders to record voice comments, see supra notes 67-73 and
accompanying text.

109

See supra note 107 and accompanying text.

110

For information regarding the submission of incorrect documents, see infra notes 114-115 and
accompanying text. For assistance in assuring that personal information is removed, see infra notes 116117 and accompanying text.
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111

For a discussion of course websites, see Heminway, supra note 6.

112

For a discussion of the problems caused by the large amount of memory embedded voice comments use,
see supra notes 64-66 and accompanying text.

113

For a discussion about preserving anonymity while utilizing electronic submission, see infra notes 116117 and accompanying text.

114

In the four years that I have used electronic submissions, my students have submitted approximately
1000 assignments electronically. Only one student has uploaded the wrong version of an assignment. If a
student uploads the wrong assignment, I consider it late and the student is penalized accordingly. For
suggestions on dealing with students uploading the wrong document, see Heyde & Provenzano, supra note
5, at 144.

115

For example, local rules for the United States District Court for the district of Massachusetts state that a
judicial officer may impose dismissal, default, or other sanctions for errors made while electronically filing
documents. See LR, D.Mass 1.3 read in conjunction with LR, D.Mass 5.4.
116

If format of the document is not a concern, the use of exam software is another solution for submission
of anonymously graded assignments. Exam applications have a function that removes all identifying
information from the documents submitted by students. Most exam software can be used for take-home
exams, so the teacher can allow submission over a long period of time. However, currently, most exam
software alters the format of the documents submitted. Therefore, if citation form or other formatting is a
concern, using exam software is not the best option.

117

Personal or hidden data can be removed from a document opened in Word 2007, by clicking the
Microsoft Office Button, pointing to Prepare and then clicking on Inspect Document. Once inside the
document inspector dialog box, you simply check the boxes that correspond to the type of information wish
to search for and then click Inspect. When the search is complete, click the Remove All buttons next to the
results for the types of data which you would like removed from the document. See Microsoft Office
Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us (click on the “Products” tab; then follow the hyperlink for
“Word”; then search “Remove Hidden Data and Personal Information From Office Documents”) (last
visited July 09, 2007).
118

For a discussion of the Track Changes feature in Microsoft Word, see infra notes 120-123 and
accompanying text.

119

To insert a text comment using word 2007, select or click at the end of the text which you wish to
comment on and then click on the New Comment button located on the review tab in the Comments group.
From here, simply type your comment in either the new window or comment balloon that appears. See
Microsoft Office Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us (click on the “Products” tab; then follow the
hyperlink for “Word”; then search “insert or delete a comment”) (last visited July 12, 2007).

120

See infra notes 122-123 and accompanying text.

121

To revise an autotext comment in Word 2007, simply insert the comment into the document, make the
desired changes, and then save the revised comment using the exact same file name. When asked if you
want to redefine the building block entry, click yes. See Microsoft Office Online
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us (click on the “Products” tab; then follow the hyperlink for “Word”; then
search “create and distribute boilerplate text”) (last visited Aug. 07, 2007).
122

The Track Changes feature allows a student to view exactly how their paper has been edited by
displaying any deletions, comments, formatting changes or moved text, inside comment balloons. In Word
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2007, this feature is enabled by right clicking on the Status Bar and then clicking on Track Changes. Once
this is complete a Track Changes Indicator will appear on the status bar, which can be clicked to turn the
feature on or off. See Microsoft Office Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us (click on the “Products”
tab; then follow the hyperlink for “Word”; then search “Track Changes While You Edit”) (last visited July
09, 2007).
123

You can add the Insert Voice function to the quick access toolbar by clicking on the Microsoft Office
button, then clicking on Word Options, and then clicking Customize. From here select All Commands
from the list under Chose Commands From and then select Insert Voice from the list of commands.
Following this just click Add and the Insert Voice command will appear on your quick access toolbar. See
Microsoft Office Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us (click on the “Products” tab; then follow the
hyperlink for “Word”; then search “insert or delete a comment”) (last visited July 12, 2007).
124

Once the Insert Voice function has been added, you can record a voice comment by clicking on it, and
then pressing the Start button located inside the dialog box that appears. When you finish recording press
the Stop button, located in the same dialog box and then close the dialog box. If Word asks whether you
want to update the sound object, click yes. See Microsoft Office Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us
(click on the “Products” tab; then follow the hyperlink for “Word”; then search “insert or delete a
comment”) (last visited July 12, 2007).

125

Time stamps and other identifying information can be removed from comments in Word 2007 in the
same manner personal or hidden data can be removed from a document. See Supra note 117.

126

For directions on how to insert numbers into a document using Microsoft Word, see supra note 119 and
accompanying text.

127

Zipping a file compresses it, making it considerably smaller, which conserves storage space and makes
transferring the document easier. Microsoft recommends several products to accomplish this including:
WinZip which can be purchased at http://www.winzip.com/index.htm; Stuffit which can be purchased at
http://www.stuffit.com/win/index.html; PowerArchiver which can be purchased at
http://www.powerarchiver.com/; PKZip which can be purchased at http://www.pkware.com/; PicoZip
which can be purchased at http://www.picozip.com/ and PentaZip which can be purchased at
http://www.pentazip.com/. Links to each of these sites are provided on the Microsoft Office Online
website. See Microsoft Office Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us (Search “Zip or Unzip a File”) (last
visited July 10, 2007).
128

For a discussion of the challenges of using taped comments, see supra notes 47-49 and accompanying
text.

129

A student does not need to send their entire document to their teacher, rather they can just send the
individual voice comment(s) which they would like to receive further clarification on. In Word 2007 this is
done by selecting the icon which corresponds to the voice comment desired to be copied and then clicking
the Copy button, on the home tab, located in the clipboard group. Then the student just opens the
document they wish to send to their teacher, clicks on the area where they would like the items to be placed
and double clicks on the corresponding icons in the Clipboard task pane. This document, complete with the
pasted voice comments, can then be attached to an e-mail and sent to the teacher. When using voice
recorder files the situation is even easier as the voice comment files can simply be attached individually to
an e-mail in the same manner in which you would attach any document to an e-mail. See Microsoft Office
Online http://office.microsoft.com/en-us (click on the “Products” tab; then follow the hyperlink for
“Word”; then search “copy and paste multiple items by using the Office Clipboard”) (last visited on July
16, 2007).
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